Circle the correct answer to each question.

1. It is impossible to know what will happen in the
   - previous
   - bygone
   - past
   - future

2. When your car breaks down and you need to get it to the garage, you call for a
   - taxi
   - freighter
   - van
   - tow truck

3. Where do you go to see historic artifacts and art?
   - a museum
   - an aquarium
   - a farm
   - a space center

4. The Sahara desert has a(n)
   - wet climate
   - arid climate
   - tropical climate
   - cold climate

5. Ben and David are bound to each other by a close
   - friendship
   - dislike
   - animosity
   - discord
Circle the correct answer to each question.

1. It is impossible to know what will happen in the
   previous bygone past future

2. When your car breaks down and you need to get it to the garage, you call for a
   taxi freighter van tow truck

3. Where do you go to see historic artifacts and art?
   a museum an aquarium a farm a space center

4. The Sahara desert has a(n)
   wet climate arid climate tropical climate cold climate

5. Ben and David are bound to each other by a close
   friendship dislike animosity discord